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1. Example description 

The buyer orders 50 packages of low-fat milk (GTIN 07311112415051), for delivery 

on 2011-12-24. 

Low-fat milk is out of stock and the supplier cannot deliver on the requested date. 
Instead, he can deliver as soon as he gets new stock. The supplier does not yet 
know when this will be and therefore proposes the following change: 

 The entire order (all 50 packages of milk) is back-ordered. It will be delivered 

at a later date than that requested by the buyer. This date is not yet known. 

The supplier sends a call-off/order confirmation with changes to the buyer to advise 
him of the proposed change. 
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2. Information to be exchanged 

This section of this example shows what information must be exchanged in 

accordance with GS1’s business document specifications for call-off and order 

confirmation. The specifications involved are: 

- BDS 6.1.5 Call-off confirmation (ESAP 6) 

- BDS 20.1.4 Order confirmation (ESAP 20) 

Only elements and values that are significant for the example are shown in the table. 
In those cases where the same information appears in different elements in ESAP 6 
and ESAP 20 the element id and name are shown as: element id, element name in 
6.1.5/element id, element name in 20.1.4.  
 

Element id and name Information Explanation 

HEADER 

T0044 Call-off response number/ 

T3345 Order response number 

73000152015571234 Identity of this call-off/order confirmation as a GDTI. 

 

T0045 Call-off response status/ 

T3347 Order response status 

4 This call-off/order confirmation is a call-off/order 

confirmation with changes. 

 

T0047 Reference to call-off / 

T3316 Reference to order 

73500010009921111 Identity of the call-off/order that this call-off/order 

confirmation refers to. 

 

LINE 1 

T0051 Line number 1 Call-off/order confirmation line number 1. 

  

T0049 Line status 3 This call-off/order confirmation is a call-off/order 

confirmation with changes. 

 

T0154 Trade item identification, 

GTIN 

07311112415051 Identity of the ordered item as a GTIN. 

The item is a package of low-fat milk. 

 

T0059 Backordered quantity, 

value 

-50 All 50 packages of low-fat milk have been back-ordered. 

They will be delivered at a later date than that requested 

by the buyer. This date is not yet known. Note that the 

back-ordered quantity is shown with a minus sign. 
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T0211 Change reason, code AV The reason for back-ordering the low-fat milk is that it is 

out of stock. 

 

T0047 Reference to call-off/ 

T3316 Reference to order 

73500010009921111 Identity of the buyer’s call-off/order. 

 

T0088 Reference to call-off line/ 

T3322 Reference to order line 

1 This call-off/order confirmation line relates to a change 

in line 1 of the buyer’s call-off/order. 
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3. Information in EDIFACT syntax 
This section of the example shows how the information is represented in EDIFACT 
syntax according to EANCOM. 
 
The message specifications involved are: 

- MS 46 (ESAP 6) 
- MS 32 (ESAP 20) 

 
Only those parts that are significant for the example are shown. 
 
Header 
 

BGM Document type and number M  

C002 Document/message name C  

1001 Document/message name, coded C an..3 R  231 Purchase order response 

1004 Document/message number C an..30 R T0044  Call-off response number / 
T3345 Order response number 
 

1225 Message function, coded C an..3 R T0045 Call-off response status / 
T3347 Order response status 
 

 EDIFACT data stream: BGM+231+73000152015571234+4' 
 

SG1 C R 

RFF Reference to order M  

C506 Reference M  

1153 Reference qualifier M an..3  ON Order number (buyer) 

1154 Reference number C an..35  R T0047 Reference to call-off / 
T3316 Reference to order 
 

 EDIFACT data stream: RFF+ON:73500010009921111' 

 
Line 1 
 

SG26 C 

LIN Order line M  

1082 Line item number C n..6 R T0051 Line number 

1229 Action request/notification, coded C an..3 R T0049 Line status 

C212 Item number identification C R  

7140 Item number C an..35 R T0154 Trade item identification, GTIN 
Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) 

7143 Item number type, coded C an..3 R  EU 

1131 Code list qualifier C an..3 N  

3055 Code list responsible agency, coded C an..3 R  9 EAN (International Article 
Numbering association) 

 EDIFACT data stream: LIN+1+3+07311112415051:EU::9' 
 

SG26 C 

QVR Backordered quantity C  

C279 Quantity difference information C R  

6064 Quantity difference M n..15 T0059 Backordered quantity, value 

6063 Quantity qualifier C an..3 R  21 Ordered quantity 

4221 Discrepancy, coded C an..3 R  BP Shipment partial - back order to 
follow 

C960 Reason for change C R  

4295 Change reason, coded C an..3 R T0211 Change reason, code 

1131 Code list qualifier C an..3 N  

3055 Code list responsible agency, coded C an..3   9SE 

 EDIFACT data stream: QVR+-50:21+BP+AV' 
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SG31 C R 

RFF Reference to order M  

C506 Reference M  

1153 Reference qualifier M an..3  ON Order number (buyer) 

1154 Reference number C an..35 R T0047 Reference to call-off/ 
T3316 Reference to order 
 

1156 Line number C an..6 R T0088 Reference to call-off line/ 
T3322 Reference to order line 
 

 EDIFACT data stream: RFF+ON:73500010009921111:1' 

 
 
EDIFACT data stream 
The complete EDIFACT data stream from the above segments is shown below. 
 
UNB… 
UNH… 
BGM+231+73000152015571234+4' 
… 
RFF+ON:73500010009921111' 
…. 
LIN+1+3+07311112415051:EU::9' 
QVR+-50:21+BP+AV' 
RFF+ON:73500010009921111:1' 
…. 
…. 
UNT… 
UNZ… 
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4. How the information can be displayed in the parties systems. 
When an order is changed with call-off/order confirmation the changes must be clearly visible in both the buyer’s and supplier’s 
systems. This section of the example gives a suggestion as to how the information can be displayed in the business systems when 
call-off/order and call-off/order confirmation have been exchanged. The example is for call-off and call-off conformation, but the 
same principle applies to order and order confirmation. 
 
State 1 in the table below shows the information in the buyer’s system when he has placed an order for 50 packages of low-fat milk. 
The order is sent to the supplier in an interchange file according to BDS 6.1.3 and MS 45. 
 
State 2 shows the information in the supplier’s system when the order has been read in. 
 
In state 3 the supplier has concluded that a delivery cannot be made on the requested date and that a confirmation with changes 
must be sent to the buyer. The information in the supplier’s system is changed as shown in state 3. A confirmation is sent to the 
buyer according to BDS 6.1.5 and MS 46. 
 
State 4 shows the information in the buyer’s system when the confirmation has been read in. The information from state 1 has been 
updated with the received confirmation and the back-order status of the low-fat milk. 
 
 

BUYER 
 

  SUPPLIER 

State 1 
 

   

    

Information in buyer’s system: Complete EDIFACT interchange file: Direction:  

Call-off: 73500010009921111 
Call-off date: 2011-12-18 
Supplier name: Mejeri AB  
Supplier id: 7300015200000 

 
ADS 6.1.3 Call-off, MS 45 (ESAP 6) 
 
UNA:+.? ’ 
UNB+UNOC:3+7350000001204:14+730001520000
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Requested delivery date: 2011-12-
24 
 
Call-off line: 1 
Item id (GTIN): 07311112415051 
Supplier’s art nr: mell443 
Article name: Low-fat milk 
Quantity: 50 
 

0:14+:111218:0952+3782' 
UNH+54321+ORDERS:D:96A:UN:EAN008' 
BGM+226+73500010009921111+9' 
DTM+137:20111218:102' 
DTM+2:20111224:102' 
NAD+BY+7350000001204::9' 
NAD+SU+7300015200000::9' 
LIN+1++07311112415051:EU::9' 
QTY+21:50' 
UNS+S' 
CNT+1:50' 
CNT+2:1' 
UNT+12+54321' 
UNZ+1+3782' 

 

   
State 2 
 

   Information in supplier’s system: 

   

Customer: 7350000001204 
Customer’s call-off nr: 73500010009921111 
Requested delivery date: 2011-12-24 
 
Customer’s line number: 1 
Item id (GTIN):  07311112415051 
Quantity: 50 

    

   
State 3 
 

   

The item is out of stock at the supplier and details 
of the delivery date have not yet been sent. All 50 
ordered packages of low-fat milk have been back-
ordered. 

   Information in supplier’s system: 

 Complete EDIFACT interchange file: Direction: Confirmation with changes: 

 
 ADS 6.1.5 Call-off confirmation (with changes),  

Call-off confirmation: 73000152015571234 
Customer: 7350000001204 
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MS 46 (ESAP 6) 

UNA:+.? ’ 
UNB+UNOC:3+7300015200000:14+735000000120
4:14+111218:1113+88877776637' 
UNH+987892374+ORDRSP:D:96A:UN:EAN005' 
BGM+231+73000152015571234+4' 
DTM+137:20111218:102' 
RFF+ON:73500010009921111' 
NAD+BY+7350000001204::9' 
NAD+SU+7300015200000::9' 
LIN+1+3+07311112415051:EU::9' 
QVR+-50:21+BP+AV' 
RFF+ON:73500010009921111:1' 
UNS+S' 
CNT+1:0' 
CNT+2:1' 
UNT+13+987892374’ 
UNZ+1+88877776637' 
 

 Customer’s call-off number: 
73500010009921111 
Requested delivery date: 2011-12-24 
 
Order line: 1 
Customer’s line number: 1 
Item id (GTIN): 07311112415051 
Quantity, back-ordered: 50 
Reason: Out of inventory (AV) 
Delivery date: -- (monitored for first possible 
delivery date to customer) 
 

State 4 
 

   

Information in buyer’s system:    

Confirmed call-off:    

Supplier’s call-off confirmation: 
73000152015571234 
 
Call-off: 73500010009921111 
Call-off date: 2011-12-18 
Supplier name: Mejeri AB  
Supplier id: 7300015200000 
Requested delivery date: 2011-12-
24 
 
Call-off line: 1 
Item id (GTIN): 07311112415051 
Supplier’s art nr: mell443 
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Article name: Low-fat milk 
Quantity, back-ordered: 50 
Reason: Out of inventory (AV) 
Delivery date: -- 
 

 


